Rhys Chatham—music director
Steina + Woody Vasulka—video directors
Dimitri Devyatkin—co-ordinator

THE KITCHEN
240 Mercer St.

CONCERT SERIES OF LIVE+
ELECTRONIC CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC

these programs are partially supported by a grant from the New York State Council On The Arts

LIVE MUSIC with
Frederic Rzewski—Jeffrey Levine—Garrett List—Gordon Mumma

Monday 14th. Feb.
TAPE works comp. between '67–'71
William Dawes

Monday 21th. Tuesday 22nd. Feb.
James FULKERSON
M. 21th.—works composed
by James Fulkerson
T. 22nd.—works composed
by Jo Kondo
Toshi Ichiyanagi
Cornelius Cardew
Sylvano Bussotti
will be performed
by J. Fulkerson and others.

Saturday 26th. Feb.
eternal hilly billy electronic music
Henry Flynt

music with voice and gongs
Monday 28th. Feb.
Rhys Chatham
concerts start at 8PM—contribution